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this blog shows how to prioritize iOS app downloads) when updating a device. If you've already done this, you've probably
noticed that iOS 7 is much faster than the previous build. Updates have improved in speed and functionality, but your old

iPhone may still be outperformed by them. After doing a little revision on my iPhone 4S, I found that I did not have enough
space in the Music section. This does not necessarily mean that the music is stored in iTunes. I had a list of 150 songs that are in
the middle section of the iPhone, and I just needed to add more space. It was so easy. The first step is to use Settings > Sections

> iTouch > Action Center > Music and update the app. If you need to delete, move, or rename a song, follow these steps. Be
careful. Be careful. Be careful. This operation can be painful, but if it is performed correctly, then everything should happen
like clockwork. As soon as you pair your iPhone 4s with iOS 7, you will find that this option is now available in the "Settings"

section. Here (as in all previous versions of iOS) the "Settings" menu is used - in iOS 7 it became known as "Notifications". See
this button? It contains 7 tabs. Some of them contain a very useful display to save space. For example, for each new song for
which you have already uploaded it to iTXT, there is a "Settings" tab containing a list of all available music tracks.For every

setting, including the number of songs, there is a play and download option for every song you want to listen to in Notification
Center. I have a habit of listening to music in the player, and since its built-in memory is usually large, I have never deleted or

rebooted this player in order to completely clear the space. However, I wanted to try out the new music-related feature. I wanted
this tab to only show the new music I listen to in iCloud. iOS 7 uses the standard Settings menu at the top of the iPhone 4 for

this purpose, so I opened it up and used the playback feature. After that, a button appeared on the "Parametric Settings" tab that
displays the contents of all active tabs (see the figure below). Selected
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